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For my seminar research topic I intend to dive into the lives of my maternal               

grandparents, Jean-Paul and Rebecca Valette. Firstly, they have a very interesting narrative of             

changing joint careers – from professors to textbook writers, to Native American art            

collectors/specialists to renowned philanthropists. They also have interesting stories they each           

follow of their individual experiences, having lived through WWII, of the war and the Nazi party's                

impact on Europe. These are the stories I am hoping to follow for my research paper in seminar,                  

potentially choosing the narratives of one specific grandparents experience with WWII and how             

this ultimately lead to their distinct immigration stories, and eventually their meeting.  

For studio, I intend to adopt a different scope on my two beloved grandparents. Growing               

up, we spent a lot of time at the Massachusetts and France homes with my grandparents. When                 

I was 13, I left home for boarding just west of the greater Boston area and spent a lot of time                     

with them over those four years. As a result I have been able to get a close view and                   

understanding on the inner workings of their long and beautiful relationship as a sum of their                

many years together and their mutual success. I want my audio composition to be a reflection of                 

my grandparents time together; their many years of marriage; their shared interests; their             

shared career and philanthropic work; and the family and home they have built together. I want                

to spend a weekend at their house with them with a recorder incorporating both interviews and                

hopefully some candid recordings – these will be the most telling! Perhaps I will bring a recorder                

to Christmas at the house in Tulum – they will be coming this year and both get very serious                  

about family at christmas. I want to capture sounds of their voices, their home, their belongings,                

their physical and verbal history, their mannerisms, etc…  

In tandem with my sound composition I want to have a series of images. I am guessing                 

these images will be portraits, either of them separately or together, and potentially photos of               

their space, home, and things. I have two ideas for the portraiture in this piece – either to take                  

them, or to go through photo books at their house and scan photos I find compelling to tell a                   

story of their individual and symbiotic histories.  


